
The most comprehensive software available for monitoring 
performance data from OutBack renewable energy systems

Feature Summary

 Accurately view the performance of any component or group of components

 Monitor your system in real time, plotting and logging every second of activity

 Easily track and view overall system power usage and production

 Diagnose system problems, or email detailed logs to others for technical support

 Monitor your system from PC connected directly to Outback MATE, or over the internet

 Automatically responds to user-programmed events with emails, MATE commands, etc.

For more information, go to  www.WattPlot.com
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WattPlot™ is installed in: and used by:

Africa
Alaska
Antarctica
Arizona
Australia
…and worldwide!

OutBack Power Systems
The U.S. Coast Guard
Dealers
Home owners
Universities and Colleges
Industries

WattPlot™ runs on all Windows 32-bit platforms, using serial, USB, or TCP/IP connections to the MATE.

For more information, go to  www.WattPlot.com
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"WattPlot is a really nice piece of software 
and we recommend it to customers on a 
regular basis."

- Matt James, Customer Service Manager, 
OutBack Power Systems

"WattPlot is pretty much exactly what we 
were looking for in terms of a product to 
monitor the Outback equipment.
We've been using WattPlot for quite some 
time now, and it's continued to correctly 
interpret data from our long-range serial 
server system, and provide us all of the 
useful data that we've needed.  It's a 
superb program, and I can't thank you 
enough for the help you've given us in 
implementing it.
Thanks so much for such a wonderful 
product.  It's really made my life a lot 
easier (having been pressed into the role 
of expert on the power-generation system 
here at the company)."

- Brian Adamson, Jeffus & Williams, 
Juneau, Alaska


